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Abstract

Most self-supervised video representation learning ap-
proaches focus on action recognition. In contrast, in
this paper we focus on self-supervised video learning for
movie understanding and propose a novel hierarchical self-
supervised pretraining strategy that separately pretrains
each level of our hierarchical movie understanding model
(based on [37]). Specifically, we propose to pretrain the
low-level video backbone using a contrastive learning ob-
jective, while pretrain the higher-level video contextualizer
using an event mask prediction task, which enables the us-
age of different data sources for pretraining different levels
of the hierarchy. We first show that our self-supervised pre-
training strategies are effective and lead to improved perfor-
mance on all tasks and metrics on VidSitu benchmark [37]
(e.g., improving on semantic role prediction from 47% to
61% CIDEr scores). We further demonstrate the effective-
ness of our contextualized event features on LVU tasks [54],
both when used alone and when combined with instance
features, showing their complementarity.

1. Introduction
Most of the latest research on self-supervised video rep-

resentation learning (SSL) focuses on the task of action
recognition [4,9,13,17,32,34,55]. This priority has largely
influenced the design of these methods, as well as the type
of datasets used to learn their representations. For example,
they propose models that encourage the learning of short-
term appearance and motion cues, as these are the most in-
formative for action recognition. At the same time, they
mostly focus on pretraining on the Kinetics [20] dataset,
which consists of hundreds of thousands of short YouTube
clips with diverse motion and semantic patterns. Unlike
these works, we are interested in learning self-supervised
video representations to understand movies.

Movies are however very complex and they require rea-
soning at many levels: from the simple understanding of
low-level actions to the interpretation of high-level semantic
narratives, which require knowledge of the characters, their
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Figure 1. Hierarchical self-supervised pretraining. We pretrain
the low-level video feature backbone using contrastive learning
objectives on large collections of YouTube-style action clips; while
pretrain the higher-level feature contextualizer using mask predic-
tion on movies with rich temporal plots.

histories, relationships, behaviours, etc. Towards building
rich models for movie understanding, [37] recently pro-
posed a hierarchical movie understanding model that learns
in a fully supervised fashion. However, it is extremely dif-
ficult to annotate large-scale video datasets, even for a rel-
atively simple task like action classification, not to men-
tion for complex movie tasks (e.g. labeling actor relation
graphs [45]). To overcome this bottleneck, we propose a
novel hierarchical self-supervised pretraining strategy that
separately pretrains each level of this hierarchical model.

In details, the hierarchical movie model of [37] consists
of two levels: a low-level video backbone encoder and a
higher-level transformer contextualizer (Fig. 1). We design
our hierarchical learning strategy to sequentially pretrain
the backbone and the transformer encoder as they specialize
in different aspects of movie understanding. The backbone
is responsible for the heavy-lifting work to extract low-level
appearance and motion cues for people, objects and scenes
from raw pixels. Therefore, it needs to be high in capacity
and can be trained on a large amount of YouTube videos
(e.g., Kinetics [21]). Once we obtain an appropriate feature
abstraction from the video backbone, we can treat such rep-



resentations as visual “word tokens” and learn to contextu-
alize the neighboring visual tokens. The contextualizer can
be lightweight and trained on a small amount of training
data with stronger semantic and temporal structures (i.e.,
movies).

In details, we propose to pretrain the video backbone
using a contrastive learning objective, which helps mod-
els learning the intra-instance invariances from visual cues.
This pretraining paradigm has shown to be very effective
for action recognition [13, 17, 32, 34, 55]. Furthermore, we
pretrain the higher level transformer model to produce con-
textualized semantic representations using the mask predic-
tion task, which has been shown effective for pretraining
language models that take in word tokens for contextualiza-
tion [7, 25]. These hierarchical self-supervised pretraining
strategies bring two data advantages: they enable the use of
different data sources for pretraining the different levels of
the hierarchy, and they do not require any annotation, which
are inherently expensive to collect.

We evaluate the impact of our pretrainings on the re-
cently released VidSitu [37] and LVU [54] datasets. These
are movie datasets that have been annotated for various
tasks, ranging from low-level verb prediction (i.e., actions)
to high-level semantic role prediction or event relation clas-
sification (i.e., “A causes B”). Our results show that our self-
supervised pretraining strategies are effective and lead to
improved performance on all tasks and metrics. For exam-
ple, on the task of Semantic Role Prediction, we improve
CIDEr [44] metric performance over the previous, fully-
supervised, state-of-the-art [37] from 47% to 61%. Finally,
we also ablate the design choices of our pretraining recipes.

2. Related Work
Self-supervised video representation learning. Many
works have explored ways to learn representations by de-
signing pretext tasks that exploit the temporal structure of
videos. For example, some works attempted to learn repre-
sentations by predicting the ordering of video frames [14,
27], while others instead designed the task of predicting di-
rection [51] and speed [4] of the video. Others attempted to
learn video representations by either tracking across frames
patches [48], pixels [50], colors [46], or by predicting tem-
poral context for videos [9, 34, 47]. A more recent line of
work overcomes the need for pretext tasks by leveraging the
contrastive learning paradigm [13, 17, 32, 55] and achieved
impressive results even when comparing to fully-supervised
methods. Though flourishing, all of the works mentioned
above focus on learning video representations from short
YouTube-style action clips (e.g., Kinetics) and have action
recognition as the task in mind when designing learning ob-
jectives and architectures. In contrast, we are interested in
learning video representations from movies and for movies,
which as we will elaborate in next sections, require very

different learning objectives and architectures.
From this perspective, [38, 41, 54] are closest to our

work in that they also pretrain a transformer for feature
contextualization. However, [41, 54] focus on masking
spatial regions, either the object boxes in [54] or small
patches in [41], to learn the spatial arrangements in videos.
Whereas [38] relies on joint video and language masking,
which requires aligned video-narration pairs. In contrast,
we demonstrate we can directly pretrain our contextualizer
with mask prediction using a simple event-level representa-
tion, without needing any object detectors trained with box
supervision, or video-text pairs.
Movie understanding. Researchers have explored many
individual movie understanding tasks, including low-level
tasks like spatio-temporal action detection [16], scene de-
tection [19], metadata classification (e.g., genre) [54], as
well as tasks that require higher-level contextualization and
reasoning like movie description [35], movie question an-
swering [42], story-based retrieval [2], semantic role pre-
diction [37] and social graph generation [45]. Unlike these
work which mostly focus on a single task, we demonstrate
the general benefits of our pretraining strategy by transfer-
ring it to a hierarchy of movie tasks.
Contextualized temporal modeling for videos. One dis-
tinct characteristic of movie understanding is that there ex-
ists strong semantic correlation across neighboring scenes
and events [29,42]. An effective way to learn temporal con-
textualization is to apply RNNs to model the evolution of
frames [10,22,23,30,40]. To deal with longer temporal win-
dow, it’s helpful to establish an explicit feature bank to store
useful features along time [53]. To model finer-grained in-
teractions, there are works that leverage pre-computed ob-
ject/person proposals or detections [3, 26, 39, 49]. Though
related, our focus is different in that we’re interested in de-
veloping effective pretraining methods for feature contex-
tualization, and also we want to achieve so without using
external object or person detectors for preprocessing.

3. Hierarchical SSL for Movies
Understanding movies is a complex task and it requires

reasoning at many levels. Towards learning rich representa-
tions for movies, [37] was the first work to propose a hierar-
chical model that consists of a low-level CNN video feature
backbone and a high-level transformer feature contextual-
izer. Inspired by it, this work aims at delving deeper into
hierarchical movie understanding and explore the impor-
tance of pretraining for movies. Specifically, we re-evaluate
the choices of [37] (Sec. 3.1), which pretrained their video
backbone on a fully supervised action dataset and trained
the contextualizer from scratch, and demonstrate that our
pretraining strategies are better designed to help each level
of the hierarchy learn features that are meaningful for the
task of movie understanding. Since each level is responsible
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Figure 2. Overview of our hierarchical pretraining methods. The left shows how we use contrastive learning to pretrain our video feature
backbone — features vanchor and vpositive produced from two clips of the same video are pulled together to each other, whereas the
feature vnegative, computed from a clip sampled from another video, is pushed away. Whereas the right shows how we pretrain our feature
contextualizer using mask prediction — in this sequence of 5 tokens, we mask out input tokens v2 and v3 to the contextualizer, and then
forward through to get the outputs v̂i. We then set the learning objective to minimize the distance between the output tokens (v̂2, v̂3) and
the masked-out input tokens (v2, v3).

for different goals, we propose to separate the pretraining of
the video backbone and the feature contextualizer.

As the video backbone is responsible for extracting low-
level appearance and motion cues, we propose to pretrain it
using self-supervised contrastive learning (Sec. 3.2), which
explicitly models the intra-instance invariances. On the
other hand, the video feature contextualizer is responsi-
ble for propagating information across neighboring clips
(“visual tokens”). Inspired by the NLP literature [8], we
propose to pretrain it using an event-level mask prediction
task (Sec. 3.3), with some key differences to how it’s ap-
plied in previous approaches. In contrast to some recent
works in computer vision that propose to apply mask pre-
dictions to learn spatial arrangements of video patches or
objects [41, 54], we focus on learning the temporal con-
textualization for event representations. Furthermore, un-
like [38], which requires joint video and language masking,
we show that our method learns strong contextualized event
features using only video clips. Since our method does
not need any object detector [54] or synced video-narration
pairs [38], it makes our method simpler and more scalable.

Finally, this decouping also enables us to pretrain the dif-
ferent levels on different datasets. This leads to better spe-
cialization (since we can use the most suitable dataset for
each level) and less reliance on having large-scale datasets
for the target domain (i.e., we do not require hundreds of
thousands of movies to train the expensive video backbone).
This is an important advantage over previous SSL methods
that mostly conduct pretraining of the full model with a sin-
gle task and dataset.

3.1. Hierarchical model for movie understanding

We follow [37] and adopt their hierarchical architecture
for movie understanding (Fig. 1). It uses a 3D CNN as
the low-level video feature backbone and a transformer en-
coder and decoder for feature contextualization and natural
language generation, respectively. The video backbone ex-
tracts features vt on short 2-seconds clips. Then, the trans-
former encoder operates on a sequence {vt, vt+1, ..., vN} of
consecutive clip features and contextualizes them into v̂t.
These contextualized features are finally used as input to
either a classifier (e.g. for visual tasks, like event relation
prediction), or a transformer decoder (TxD), that decodes
natural language outputs (e.g., for semantic role prediction).

For the backbone, we adopt the popular Slow-only net-
work [12], but with two modifications [32]: 1) instead of
8×8 inputs (8 frame inputs sampled 8 frames apart), we use
denser 16×4 inputs with a temporal kernel of 5 for the first
conv layer to increase its temporal receptive field; 2) the in-
puts are downsampled with a temporal stride of 2 after the
first conv layer, to save computation. We denote this back-
bone as Slow-D for its denser inputs.

For the transformer encoder (TxE) and decoder archi-
tecture (TxD), we largely follow [37]. Specifically, for the
transformer encoder, we use 3 layers of multi-head self-
attention with residual connections, with 16 heads each
and a hidden dimension of 1024. For inputs, we append
a learned position embedding to each of N tokens in the
input sequence, which we found to work better compared
to the sinusoidal embedding used in [37]. The transformer
decoder also has 3 layers, each one consisting of a self-



attention module and a cross-attention module, where the
self-attention is computed for text inputs only, while the
cross-attention is added for the text tokens to query visual
tokens as keys. For more details on the architecture, please
refer to our supp. materials.

3.2. Video backbone: contrastive pretraining

We adopt instance discrimination contrastive learning, as
it has been demonstrated to be very effective to learn vi-
sual semantics patterns by capturing the intra-instance in-
variances [6, 18, 32, 34, 55]. Among these, we experiment
with two simple, yet robust, methods: CVRL [32] and
MoDist [55]. CVRL pretrains using the popular InfoNCE
objective [31]. Their goal is to pull together the represen-
tations of two clips sampled from the same video, while
pushing apart those of clips that are sampled from differ-
ent videos (Fig. 2 left). Though it yields impressive results,
CVRL does not explicitly utilize motion cues for represen-
tation learning. MoDist [55] addresses this with a visual-
motion cross-modal contrastive objective where a support-
ing motion network is used to distill information to the vi-
sual backbone, so that it can learn motion-sensitive features.

3.3. Contextualizer: mask prediction pretraining

The goal of pretraining the transformer is to make it bet-
ter at contextualizing the individual semantic tokens (video
clips in our settings). For this, we use the mask predic-
tion task, which is widely used in language model train-
ing in NLP (e.g., BERT [8]). Specifically, as shown in
Fig. 2 (right), given a set of visual tokens {v1, v2, ..., vN},
we randomly select a mask size m from the set m ∈
{1, 2, ..., αN}, where α ∈ [0, 1] determines the ratio of the
max mask size with respect to the sequence length, and a
mask starting position s ∈ {1, 2, ..., N − m + 1}. With
the sampled size and location, we mask out the selected
tokens {vs, ..., vs+m−1} and replace them with a special
[MASK] token. Then, we forward the masked sequence
through the transformer encoder to obtain its L2 normal-
ized outputs {v̂1, v̂2, ..., v̂N}. Ideally with proper contex-
tualization from neighboring clips, even with the input clip
masked out, v̂t should still be able to “fill in” the semantic
information carried in vt (e.g., predicting the “car passing
by” scene for the last two input tokens in Fig. 2 right, given
the first three tokens as contexts). Solving this problem is
key to learning the rich temporal dynamic of movies and
we formulate its learning objective in a way that pushes the
output v̂t to be close to its corresponding input vt:

Lmp = − log
exp(v̂t·vt/τ)

exp(v̂t·vt/τ) +
∑K

i=1 exp(v̂t·pi/τ)
, (1)

where τ is a temperature parameter, and pi are a set of dis-
tractions, from which we would like v̂t to identify vt by
predicting its semantics from contexts. We construct the

pool of distractions {p1, p2, ..., pK} by maintaining a FIFO
queue during training. Note that a simpler alternative is
to directly enforce an L2 loss between v̂t and vt, but em-
pirically we found this to yield slightly worse results than
Eq. 1 (Table 2). Finally, note that though possible, we do
not study the pretraining of the transformer decoder in this
work, as we are mainly interested in pretraining movie rep-
resentations that can be transferred generically (i.e., back-
bone+TxE), whereas TxD is task-dependent (e.g., the de-
coder for SRL is a multimodal transformer that takes in both
texts and videos) and is only used for certain tasks.

4. Experiments: VidSitu Benchmark
VidSitu [37] is a comprehensive movie understanding

benchmark that features different tasks ranging from the
low-level, visual-only “verb prediction” on short clips,
to the higher-level, multimodal “semantic role predic-
tion” and “event relation” classification. The dataset con-
tains 29k 10-seconds clips from 3k different movies from
MovieClips [1]. The dataset provides detailed annotations
for each clip, including 1) verb class labels at 2-sec intervals
(i.e., each 10-sec clip is split into 5 “events”), 2) semantic
role labels for each annotated verb, and 3) labels specifying
relations between two events (e.g., event A is caused by

event B). The dataset is split into a train set of 23.5k clips
and a val set of 1.3k clips, on which we evaluate our models.
Finally, to avoid data contamination, we remove 241 videos
from VidSitu val that are overlapping with LVU dataset.

Implementation details. For self-supervised pretraining
of our video backbone, we use the training sets of the large-
scale Kinetics-400 [20] (K400, 240k clips) and the much
smaller scale, but in-domain, VidSitu (23.5k). We pretrain
both CVRL and MoDist for 400 epochs on K400 and, when
specified, an additional 200 epochs on VidSitu. We pretrain
our transformer encoder only on movie clips from VidSitu
and LVU [54] (which is another dataset of 10k movie clips),
as we want the transformer encoder to learn about temporal
contextualization from movies. We pretrain TxE with mask
prediction for 100 epochs on VidSitu and 1000 epochs on
LVU as the movie clips are ∼10x longer than VidSitu. Note
that we never use any human labels from the datasets for
either of these pretraining (backbone and TxE). For contex-
tualizer hyperparameters, we set input sequence length as
N = 5, α = 0.6, τ = 0.1, K = 65536. Please refer to our
supp. materials for more details about pretraining.

4.1. Semantic role prediction

In this section, we study the effectiveness of self-
supervised pretraining for semantic role prediction, which
is a very challenging movie understanding task, due to its
rich output space (free form natural language) and its mul-
timodal nature (visual and language). The goal of this task



pretraining
Model backbone TxE CIDEr [44] CIDEr-verb CIDEr-arg ROUGE-L [24] LEA [28]

GPT2 [33] - - 34.67 42.97 34.45 40.08 48.08
I3D+TxD [37] Sup-K400 - 47.14 51.61 41.29 40.67 37.89
I3D+TxE+TxD [37] Sup-K400 N 47.06 51.67 42.76 42.41 48.92
Slow-D+TxD Sup-K400 - 51.37 ± 1.06 59.68 ± 0.88 46.10 ± 0.90 41.37 ± 0.59 36.03 ± 0.70
Slow-D+TxE+TxD Sup-K400 N 51.36 ± 1.04 59.72 ± 0.87 47.25 ± 0.94 41.72 ± 0.65 45.99 ± 0.56
Slow-D+TxE+TxD CVRL-K400 N 54.40 ± 0.96 63.18 ± 1.27 47.63 ± 1.83 41.80 ± 1.01 46.31 ± 1.13
Slow-D+TxE+TxD CVRL-K400 MaskPred-K400 57.48 ± 1.74 65.08 ± 1.92 51.21 ± 1.87 41.65 ± 1.15 45.71 ± 0.87
Slow-D+TxE+TxD CVRL-VS MaskPred-VS 44.32 ± 0.56 52.07 ± 0.81 39.08 ± 0.64 40.56 ± 0.34 48.87 ± 0.62
Slow-D+TxE+TxD CVRL-K400 MaskPred-VS 60.34 ± 0.75 69.12 ± 1.43 53.87 ± 0.97 43.77 ± 0.38 46.77 ± 0.61
Slow-D+TxE+TxD CVRL-K400 MaskPred-LVU 61.18 ± 1.48 69.15 ± 1.57 54.99 ± 1.12 43.38 ± 0.87 47.81 ± 0.90
Human (up. bound) 84.85 91.70 80.15 39.77 72.10

Table 1. Semantic role prediction results on VidSitu. Results in the top section are taken from [37]. The bottom row shows the human
performance by measuring the agreement between annotators [37], which serves as the performance upper bound. Unlike [37], which
only reports results for a single run, we found there is large variance across runs (likely due to the fact that this task evaluates free-form
natural language outputs), therefore we run 10 times for each experiment and report its mean and standard error.

is to predict various semantic role labels for each verb, in-
cluding for example the agent and the patient of the verb,
as well as other attributes like the scene where the verb is
happening, and the description about how it’s carried out
(e.g. “urgent”). Due to high human disagreement on some
of the annotated roles, the benchmark only evaluates the
agent (e.g. “person”), the patient (e.g. “ball”), the instru-
ment/benefactive/attribute (e.g. “towards a basket”) and the
location/scene (see Sec. 4.1 of [37] for more details). Fol-
lowing [37], we evaluate using the CIDEr [44] score metric
(and its variants CIDEr-verb and CIDEr-arg that are CIDEr
scores averaged across verbs and argument types). Further-
more, for completeness we also report ROUGE-L [24] and
LEA [28]. Finally, since we observe large variance across
runs for this task, we run 10 times for each experiment and
report its mean and standard error.

Impact of self-supervised pretraining. We present our
results in Table 1. The top section presents results
from [37]: GPT2 is a visual-blind language model base-
line that only takes in verb classes as input; I3D+TxD

directly takes the I3D [5] video features as the input to
the transformer decoder (TxD) without using the trans-
former encoder (TxE) to contextualize the features; and
I3D+TxD+TxE adds the TxE contextualizer to it. The sec-
ond section of the table presents our results of different pre-
training settings for the video backbone and TxE. Through-
out, we use ‘N’ to denote ‘not pretrained’.

Several interesting observations arise from these results.
As reported in [37], the TxE contextualizer does not bring
any performance gain over the simpler I3D+TxD model
(47.06 vs. 47.14 CIDEr) and our results using Slow-D show
a similar trend (51.37 vs. 51.36). However, rather than
drawing the conclusion that contextualization is not helpful
in this case, we instead hypothesized that this is due to the
lack of proper pretraining for TxE, and we could resolve this
with our self-supervised pretraining using mask prediction
on event features. Our results validate our intuition, as TxE

pretraining significantly outperforms training TxE from
scratch. The largest improvement comes from pretrain-
ing on the LVU dataset (which is 4.6x larger than VidSitu,
therefore better performance), which improves CIDEr from
54.40 to 61.18. This large gain comes from the fact that
the mask prediction task essentially forces TxE to learn to
contextualize input tokens (i.e., event features in this case)
by propagating useful information among them. While this
has been demonstrated with large success in training lan-
guage models like BERT, it has only been applied in vi-
sion in the form of predicting masked spatial regions like
patches [41], objects boxes [54], or joint vision-language
pretraining that requires video-narration pairs [38]. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to show that this can
be generalized to simple event-level video representations
learned only using videos, and can lead to significant im-
provements over the state-of-the-art (61.18 vs. 47.14).

In Sec. 3 we discussed the importance of separating pre-
training for the backbone and the contextualizer to enable
specialized training on the most suitable datasets. To quan-
tify the importance of selecting the right dataset for each
pretraining, we evaluate all possible permutations of us-
ing K400 and VidSitu (e.g., “K400+VS” refers to a CVRL
backbone pretrained on K400, followed by a TxE pre-
trained using mask prediction on VidSitu). Among these,
K400+VS achieves the highest performance (60.34), show-
ing the importance of learning the backbone on the largest-
scale dataset, but the TxE on an in-domain (i.e., movie) one.
Interestingly, “VS+VS” performs the worst by a large mar-
gin, showing how the backbone does not need in-domain
data to learn low-level video features and can generalize
well to movies when pretrained appropriately.

Finally, it is also promising to see that pretraining the
backbone in a self-supervised fashion (CVRL-K400) gener-
alizes better than fully supervised pretraining (Sup-K400):
54.40 vs. 51.36, which is likely due to the large gap be-
tween the supervised pretraining task and the downstream



mask size stride sampling loss CIDEr CIDEr-verb CIDEr-arg ROUGE-L LEA
{1} 2s uniform contrastive 57.01 ± 2.21 63.80 ± 3.06 50.85 ± 1.77 41.69 ± 1.34 49.13 ± 1.24
{1, 2} 2s uniform contrastive 59.15 ± 2.01 66.79 ± 1.99 53.56 ± 1.61 42.16 ± 1.13 46.33 ± 0.94
{1, 2, 3} 2s uniform contrastive 61.18 ± 1.48 69.15 ± 1.57 55.00 ± 1.12 43.38 ± 0.87 47.81 ± 0.90
{1, 2, 3, 4} 2s uniform contrastive 59.45 ± 1.31 64.71 ± 2.05 52.94 ± 1.55 43.25 ± 0.56 48.96 ± 0.61
{1, 2, 3} 1s uniform contrastive 60.15 ± 1.13 66.81 ± 1.64 53.29 ± 1.17 42.31 ± 0.68 47.66 ± 0.69
{1, 2, 3} 2s uniform contrastive 61.18 ± 1.48 69.15 ± 1.57 55.00 ± 1.12 43.38 ± 0.87 47.81 ± 0.90
{1, 2, 3} 3s uniform contrastive 58.38 ± 0.80 65.69 ± 0.72 52.15 ± 1.11 42.50 ± 0.49 48.02 ± 0.70
{1, 2, 3} 2s uniform L2 distance 58.88 ± 1.13 66.43 ± 0.86 52.22 ± 1.01 43.05 ± 0.60 48.55 ± 0.85
{1, 2, 3} 2s max discrep. contrastive 61.65 ± 0.79 68.44 ± 0.93 55.06 ± 0.90 43.44 ± 0.45 48.25 ± 0.54

Table 2. Ablating mask prediction for TxE pretraining. The top section ablates the effectiveness of different sizes of the mask to apply
(e.g., ‘{1, 2}’ refers to sample mask sizes of 1 and 2). The middle section ablates the impact of different token strides (e.g., ‘2s’ refers to
having two neighboring tokens as features computed from event segments that are 2s apart). The bottom section ablates alternative loss
function and mask sampling strategy that adaptively select tokens to mask out.

target task (action recognition vs. SRL in this case).

Ablating TxE pretraining. We now conduct ablation ex-
periments to understand the impact of our design choices for
TxE mask prediction pretraining (Table 2). We experiment
with the best model from Table 1: [Slow-D+TxE+TxD,
CVRL-K400, MaskPred-LVU]. First, we study the impact
of varying the size of the mask in Table 2 (top). Among
all the tested options, uniformly sampling mask sizes from
{1, 2, 3} achieves the best performance. Using a higher
or lower value decreases performance considerably. This is
understandable, as it would be too challenging to predict 4
masked out tokens out of a total of 5 tokens, meanwhile it
would be too easy when too few tokens are masked out.

Next, we study the impact of the stride size between
two consecutive tokens (Table 2 middle). While all en-
tries achieve competitive results, computing video features
of events that are 2-seconds apart achieves the best balance.

Finally, we ablate on two other aspects of our mask pre-
diction task in Table 2 (bottom): loss function and mask
sampling strategy. First, we change the loss function from
Eq. 1 to a standard L2 loss. This lowers the accuracy, likely
due to L2 being more sensitive to the representation col-
lapse issue [15]. Then, we compare the simple uniform
sampling (used in all experiments) with a more sophisti-
cated sampling strategy for mask positions: “max discrep-
ancy”. We believe that selecting good tokens to mask can
help the model learn better. As an example, conceptually
it would be more helpful for the model to learn to “fill in”
a masked out event of a person showing painful expression
from the preceding context event of another person punch-
ing with the fist, compared to masking out in the middle of a
long shot of someone talking. Specifically, given a token vi,
discrepancy captures the difference in TxE output between
v̂i which is computed without any masking and v̂′i, which is
computed by masking vi. High discrepancy indicates that vi
is an important token for TxE and masking it will push TxE
to learn harder, using only the remaining tokens. Towards
this, “max discrepancy” samples the token with the high-

est discrepancy. Surprisingly, this sampling strategy only
achieve slightly better CIDEr score compared to the simple
uniform sampling. We hypothesize that this is likely due
to the nature of VidSitu, which contains short movie high-
lights, rather than more temporally coherent full movies and
so the majority of tokens are already challenging if masked.

4.2. Event relation prediction

We now study the effectiveness of self-supervised pre-
training on the even relation prediction task. This task is
formulated as a 4-way classification problem between four
relation types: “A is enabled by B”, “A is a reaction to B”,
“A causes B”, and “A is unrelated to B”. Annotations are
provided as (A, B, relation) triplets. To predict the rela-
tion between events A and B, we concatenate features of
both events either directly from the video backbone Slow-D
(i.e., vA and vB) or from the contextualizer TxE (i.e., v̂A
and v̂B). We experiment with features from different mod-
els (Slow-D and Slow-D+TxE) and pretraining techniques
in Table 3. Following [37], we evaluate our results using
the mean accuracy (averaged over relation types) and top-1
accuracy on the provided validation set.

We present results for two settings: in the first one we di-
rectly transfer the pretrained features to event relation pre-
diction (vb finetune ‘✗’). Whereas in the second setting, we
take the models that are further finetuned on VidSitu verb
prediction (‘✓’), as done in [37]. With both, self-supervised
pretraining can be as effective as supervised pretraining, es-
pecially when using the motion-sensitive MoDist features
(33.29% vs. 33.03%, and 34.66% vs. 34.00%).

Interestingly, we found that it does not work when
naively adding the TxE and training it from scratch using
randomly initialized weights, in which case the model does
not train and reaches chance performance (Mean-Acc 25%).
This is likely why [37] directly used the features from the
video backbone and disregarded the outputs of TxE for this
task. However, our results show that with proper pretraining
using mask prediction, one can train Slow-D+TxE model



model backbone pretrain vb finetune TxE pretrain Mean-Acc Top1-Acc
I3D [37] Supervised ✓ - 34.13 39.91
Slow-D Supervised ✗ - 33.03 ± 0.21 41.90 ± 0.23
Slow-D CVRL ✗ - 32.05 ± 0.24 38.68 ± 0.69
Slow-D MoDist ✗ - 33.29 ± 0.15 40.52 ± 0.58
Slow-D No ✓ - 30.66 ± 0.21 41.29 ± 0.31
Slow-D Supervised ✓ - 34.00 ± 0.12 40.65 ± 0.29
Slow-D CVRL ✓ - 33.89 ± 0.17 41.35 ± 0.24
Slow-D MoDist ✓ - 34.66 ± 0.18 41.75 ± 0.47
Slow-D+TxE CVRL ✓ No 25.00 ± 0.00 39.42 ± 0.00
Slow-D+TxE MoDist ✓ No 25.00 ± 0.00 39.42 ± 0.00
Slow-D+TxE CVRL ✓ MaskPred 34.71 ± 0.07 41.16 ± 0.24
Slow-D+TxE MoDist ✓ MaskPred 35.32 ± 0.17 41.62 ± 0.43

Table 3. Event relation prediction on VidSitu. Supervised: pretrained on K400 with class labels. CVRL/MoDist: pretrained with
either CVRL [32] or MoDist [55] first on K400 and then on VidSitu, as we found it helps bridging domain gaps to movies. Methods in the
top section are pretrained and then directly transferred to event relation prediction on VidSitu. In the middle section, methods are further
finetuned on VidSitu verb prediction task (vb finetune ‘✓’). Finally, the bottom section shows the results of appending the transformer
encoder (TxE) following the video backbone. For each experiment, we repeat 10 runs and report its mean and standard error.

backbone pretrain Acc@1 Acc@5 Recall@5
Slow [37] Sup-K400 29.05 58.69 19.19
Slow-D - 31.69 68.64 5.68
Slow-D Sup-K400 38.29 69.27 18.70
Slow-D CVRL-K400 32.84 61.57 13.59
Slow-D MoDist-K400 42.96 73.17 17.48
Slow-D CVRL-K400+VS 35.29 65.92 14.41
Slow-D MoDist-K400+VS 44.67 74.38 18.40

Table 4. Verb prediction results on VidSitu. The first row shows
the result applying the Slow-only network in [37]. We evaluate
with top-1/5 accuracy as well as recall@5 metrics, following [37].
For pretrain settings, we use the ‘method-dataset’ notation.

for this task, and achieve better accuracy than using the
backbone features alone: our mask prediction pretraining
improves performance for both CVRL and MoDist, leading
to state-of-the-art results of 35.32% mean-acc compared to
previous best result of 34.13% reported in [37].

4.3. Verb prediction

Finally, we evaluate on the verb prediction task, which is
the standard task of predicting action classes on short video
segments. Each movie clip in the dataset is split into five
2-seconds event segments, each one annotated with a verb
label. The dataset contains 1560 verb classes, like “look”,
“talk”, “walk”, “run”, “grab”, “drive”, etc. We follow
[37] and evaluate results using top-1 and top-5 accuracy
(Acc@1/5) and top-5 recall (Rec@5) in Table 4. We ob-
serve the followings. (i) A self–supervised video backbone
pretrained with MoDist outperforms a backbone pretrained
with action labels on K400 (Acc@1: 42.96 vs. 38.29). This
is surprising since some of the labels in this verb prediction
task are the same as the action classes in K400. We ar-
gue this is due to the domain gap between YouTube-style
action clips in K400 and movies in VidSitu, which self-
supervised pretraining helps reducing. (ii) Between the two
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Figure 3. Object Transformer++. Given the video and the de-
tected/tracked objects, the top pathway feeds their cropped in-
stance features into an Object Transformer to model their inter-
actions [54]. In addition to this, as shown in the bottom pathway,
we propose to add a scene-level event representation, produced by
our pretrained contextualizer (Sec. 3.3), to model the context of
the scene beyond the detected objects.

SSL methods, MoDist performs better than CVRL, suggest-
ing its motion-sensitive features are well-suited for many
verbs with strong motion like “walk” and “run”. (iii) Fi-
nally, when we extend to pretrain on both K400 and VidSitu
(K400+VS), the performance further improves, as VidSitu
helps to reduce the domain gap. While this is expected, one
should note that it is only possible due to the self-supervised
nature of the pretraining. To achieve a similar benefit us-
ing fully supervised pretraining, one would have to annotate
videos in the new domain (e.g., genres for VidSitu movies),
which is however expensive and non-scalable.

5. Experiments: LVU Benchmark

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach on the Long-form Video Understanding (LVU)
dataset [54]. LVU is a large-scale dataset of 10k videos
(typically 1-3 minutes long) with 9 diverse tasks, including
user engagement (YouTube like ratio, popularity), movie
meta data classification (director, genre, writer, movie re-
lease year) and content understanding classification (rela-
tionship of actors in the scene, speaking style, scene).



instance scene Relation(↑) Speaking(↑) Scene(↑) Director(↑) Writer(↑) Year(↑) Genre(↑) Like(↓) Views(↓) #top-1 mean
OT [54]† ✗ 50.00 34.57 32.56 37.38 26.55 25.73 49.55 0.396 4.559 1/9 3.22
CVRL ✗ 50.95 32.86 32.56 37.76 27.26 25.31 48.17 0.444 4.600 0/9 3.89
MoDist ✗ 49.52 33.57 30.70 40.56 23.10 26.57 49.26 0.458 4.506 0/9 3.89
✗ Sup 52.38 34.37 26.51 23.18 5.36 18.88 47.37 0.595 4.061 2/9 4.44
✗ Ours 52.38 33.07 36.98 42.43 23.93 35.24 48.11 0.375 4.653 3/9 2.89
OT [54] Ours 50.95 34.07 44.19 40.19 31.43 29.65 51.15 0.353 4.886 4/9 2.33

Table 5. LVU tasks. The first two columns show the pretraining setting we use for both the instance and scene representations (‘✗’ denotes
‘not used’). For each of the 9 tasks, we show the top-1 accuracy if it’s a classification task, and mean squared error for regression tasks.
In the last two columns, we show the number of tasks an approach gets the highest rank, and the mean rank of each approach across all
tasks. †: note how the numbers of OT in the first row are lower than the ones reported in [54] because (a) we use a R50 instead of R101
backbone, (b) we use a Slow-D network for spatio-temporal features instead of the more expensive SlowFast network, and (c) we pretrain
on 10k movies mentioned in their public repository instead of 30k movies used in their paper.

Object Transformer++. In [54], the authors propose a
long-term temporal model called Object Transformer (OT).
It uses an object-centric design to represent each video as
a set of spatio-temporal instances (i.e., tracklets of people
and objects, Fig. 3 top pathway) and a transformer-based
architecture [43] to model the synergies of the tracked in-
stances in the video (blue rectangle). We argue that while
such an object-centric design is useful for modeling long-
term movie understanding, it is not sufficient. Reasoning
only about the objects and the interaction among them can
overlook the context of the scene, which is critical to un-
derstand movies (i.e., actors move out of the camera view,
but the scene continues). Instead, we propose to enrich OT
with a new scene representation. Specifically, we propose
to use our self-supervised pretrained contextualizer (TxE,
Fig. 3 bottom pathway) to supplement the instance features.
We denote the enhanced full method in Fig. 3 as OT++.

Results. In Table 5, we report the results across all the 9
tasks proposed in the LVU dataset using the same param-
eters and experimentation protocol as [54]. We report the
average performance over 5 runs. ‘instance’ and ‘scene’
are the two pathways of Fig. 3. The former denotes the
object-centric features proposed by OT [54], while the lat-
ter denotes the context features we propose as a mean to
improve OT. ‘OT’, ‘CVRL’ and ‘MoDist’ denote different
features representing the instance tracklets (‘instance’ path-
way). ‘OT’ is first pretrained with full-supervision on K400
and then with instance masking on LVU, exactly as in [54].
‘CVRL’ and ‘MoDist’ instead are only pretrained with con-
trastive self-supervision on K400. On the other hand, ’Ours’
and ’Sup’ instead encode whole frames (‘scene’ pathway).
‘Ours’ denotes our self-supervised hierarchical pretraining,
which consists of a Slow-D+TxE model with the backbone
pretrained on K400 using CVRL, and TxE contextualizer
pretrained with event mask prediction on LVU. While ‘Sup’
is only a Slow-D backbone trained fully supervised on K400
without any contextualization (i.e., w/o the red block in
Fig. 3 bottom pathway). Finally, we use all these previ-
ously mentioned encoders to embed video clips and feed
them to a final Object Transformer (blue box in Fig. 3) that

is finetuned for the 9 LVU tasks.
In the first three rows we report the performance of us-

ing only the instance representation pathway, as is in [54].
The first row shows results for the OT baseline [54]. As
expected, features trained with only contrastive objectives
(row 2-3) underperform [54], which shows the effectiveness
of OT for long term movie understanding. However, when
we use the contextualized features produced by pretrain-
ing with our event-level mask prediction task on LVU, even
our scene representations w/o any instance features (Fig. 3,
bottom pathway only) already outperform the much more
complicated instance model OT (mean rank 2.89 vs. 3.22).
When we combine this with the instance representation of
OT, we obtain OT++, which achieves the best performance
overall (mean rank 2.33), showing they are complemen-
tary. In addition, we also observe a significant improvement
using our contextualized scene representations, compared
to a scene representation directly pooled from the fully-
supervised, but not contextualized, backbone feature (row 5
vs. 4, mean rank 2.89 vs. 4.44), showing the importance of
our pretrained contextualizer. Finally, we note that 3 tasks
experience a performance drop when we combine instance
and scene representations, likely because these tasks (e.g.,
predicting the year or director of a movie) do not rely on
specific instance representations.

Conclusion
We proposed a novel hierarchical self-supervised pre-

training method tailored for movie understanding. Specif-
ically, we proposed to separately pretrain each level of our
hierarchical movie understanding model, so that they can
become experts within the relevant domain (e.g., learn low-
level appearance and motion patterns vs high-level contex-
tualization). We demonstrated the effectiveness of our pre-
training strategies on both VidSitu and LVU benchmarks,
achieving state-of-the-art results. We hope these strategies
will serve as a first baseline and encourage new research to-
wards self-supervised learning for movies. Finally, for this
research we used the following public codebases: PySlow-
Fast [11], VidSitu [36] and LVU toolkits [52].
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